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Barney: Examining Six Key Concepts in Joseph Smith's Understanding of Gen

examining six key concepts in joseph
smiths understanding of genesis 11
kevin L barney

joseph smith spent sunday afternoon april 771844
1844 in a grove behind
the nauvoo temple there he gave a funeral sermon which lasted for over
two hours dedicated to a loyal friend named king follett who had been
crushed by a bucket of rocks while repairing a well 1I known today as the
king follett discourse and widely believed to be the prophets greatest
sermon 2 this address was josephs most cogent and forceful presentation
of his nauvoo doctrine on the nature of god including the ideas of a pluseveral times in
rality of gods and the potential of man to become as god 3 severaltimesin
the first part of the discourse joseph expressed his intention to go back
to the beginning in searching out the nature of god and a little before
midway through the sermon he undertook a commentary on the first few
words of the hebrew bible in support of the speeches
speechs doctrinal positions
the prophets treatment of the hebrew has been the subject of much
discussion and is a matter of considerable interest especially among those
interested in hebrew I1 have examined elsewhere the linguistic details of
the prophets commentary as far as it can be reconstructed from the
reports and minutes of that discourse 4 beyond josephs specific linguistic
understanding of the hebrew text however are certain key ideas he
derived from his encounter with that text revelation often results after
wrestling with ideas and josephs struggle with the hebrew of genesis 11
seems to have yielded six concepts which he expressed either in the king
follett discourse or in a parallel discourse he gave on june 16
i844 5 these
161844
six concepts may
be summarized as follows
maybe
1

the creation was effected not out of nothing but from

preexisting matter
2 in the very beginning there was a plurality of gods
3 among this plurality there was a head god or there were
head gods
4 these gods met in a grand council
5 these gods in council appointed one god over us
6 the idea of a plurality of gods which is most easily seen
at the beginning is found throughout the bible
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of these six ideas was no doubt considered
when propounded in 1844 each ofthese
unusual or unorthodox by those of other religious traditions as well as by
certain latter day saints and former latter day saints 6 and some people
would certainly consider these doctrines no less theologically heterodox
today yet the first five concepts are widely acknowledged by current biblical scholars to be accurate expressions of religious belief among the
hebrews during the time of the patriarchs the sixth concept while still
representing a minority view has also received strong scholarly support in
recent decades this article reviews the writings of a wide array of old
testament commentators with reference to each of these six points

creation as organization
now 1I ask all the learned men who hear me why the learned doctors who
are preaching salvation say that god created the heavens and the earth out of
ifyou
nothing they account it blasphemy to contradict the idea isyou
if you tell them that
god made the world out of something they will call you a fool the reason is
that they are unlearned but I1 am learned and know more than all the world put
together the holy ghost does anyhow if the holy ghost in me comprehends
with it
myselfwith
more than all the world I1 will associate myself
you ask them why and they say doesnt the bible say he created the
world and they infer that it must be out of nothing the word create came
from the word BARA but it doesnt mean so what does BARA mean it means
to organize the same as a man would organize and use things to build a ship
hence we infer that god himself had materials to organize the world out of
chaos chaotic matter which is element and in which dwells all the glory
element
element had an existence from the time he had the pure principles of
ofelement
are principles that never can be destroyed they may be organized and reorganized but not destroyed nothing can be destroyed they never can have a beginning or an ending they exist eternally 7

on lexical grounds joseph smith understood bara the second word
of hebrew genesis 11 translated created in the king james version as
meaning to organize and a good argument can be made that this interpre
pretation
tation is correct this hebrew word which in the bible is used only in
the context of describing divine activity occurs forty nine times in the old
testament thirty eight as an active verb ten as a passive verb and once as
a nominal form the verb seems to be used in the sense of shaping or
cutting88 and is often paired synonymously with the
cuttings
fashioning as by cutting
verbs yasar to form and mah
asah
nah to do make 9 verbs that are indicative
of an anthropomorphic conception of creative activity comparable to
the craftsmanship of artisans the hebrew root br
seems to have had the
brseems
original meaning to separate divide 10 which is a fitting description of
the creative activity of genesis i where god separates the light from the
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darkness the day from the night the heaven from the earth the waters
above the firmament from the waters beneath the firmament and so on
separating dividing
that is god organizes preexisting chaos by a process of ofseparating
and thereby providing differentiation perceptibility and order
because of later theological dogmas and imperatives concerning the
creatic ex nichilo
nihilo creation from nothing some will always
doctrine of creatio
reject this lexical argument indeed there is no way on strictly lexical
grounds to prove at least in the context of the creation of the cosmic
bard
bara cannot mean to create from nothing recent scholarpowers that bana
ship has shown however that such an interpretation of genesis 11 is
unsuitable if not untenable for both grammatical and historical reasons
foreclosed
fore closes the
the grammatical structure of the hebrew in genesis in
11 forecloses
bara could refer to creation from nothing in that passage
ham
bam
possibility that bana
bareg lt the first word of hebrew genesis 11 as in the
bsresft
the KJV renders boreg
beginning but the word renit
resit is actually a construct or genitival form
wore
and means beginning of as in genesis 493 ws
om and the beginbitont
ritont
wsresit
resit
ning of my strength indeed in the early middle ages rashi rabbi
yitzhak had given the correct interpretation
shlomo son of yitzhaq
but if you are going to interpret this passage in its plain sense interpret it
thus at the beginning of the creation of heaven and earth when the earth
god said let there be light
was or the earth being unformed and void
for the passage does not intend to teach the order of creation to say that
these namely the heaven and the earth came first because if it had
intended to teach this it would have been necessary to use the form bzorp6nd
bsnsond
in the beginning or at first he created the heaven etc since there is no
instance of the form resit
lait in scripture which is not in construct with the
ri lpit
word following it

11

modern grammarians have labeled a construct noun followed by a verb an
3312
1112
12
asyndetic relative clause 3012
in contrast with the KJV rendering the word
boreplt
bs
bsresit
resit introduces not an absolute prepositional phrase but a temporal
clause 13 the sense of genesis 11 3 is as follows
verse 1i protasis

verse 2 circumstantial clause

verse

3

apodosis

by way of beginning when
byway
god created the heavens and
the earth
the world at that time being
a formless waste description
of primordial chaos
god said let there be
1114
14
light14
light

thus the first creative

act was not the creation of heaven and earth but the
hight
light nothing is said ofthe
of the creation of ofprimordial
primordial chaos which
creation offight
odthe
of fight
already existed
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this interpretation of the structure of genesis

has become the
predominant scholarly understanding 15 even a source as theologically
conservative as J R dummelow
Dum melow s commentary on the holy bible agrees
with this analysis in rendering genesis 11 3 into english
in the beginning when god created the heavens and the earth now the
11

3

earth was waste and void and darkness was over the deep and the spirit of
god was brooding over the waters then god said let there be light

Dum melow explains that on this rendering creation is not out of nothdummelow
ing but out of preexisting
pre existing chaos 16 this interpretation is supported not
only by internal considerations of syntax but also by the fact that both the
parallel creation account in genesis 240 7 and enuma
eduma elish the babylonian
creation epic exhibit the same trifold structure i dependent temporal
clause
ii circumstantial clause
iii main clause 17 thus hebrew
grammar strongly supports joseph smith s view in a way that lexical conside rations alone could not
siderations
As a historical matter nearly all recent studies have concluded that the
nichilo is not native to judaism is nowhere attested in
creatic ex nihilo
doctrine of creatio
the hebrew bible and probably arose in christianity in the second century
AD in the course of that religion s fierce battle with gnosticism many of
these studies contend that the doctrine came into judaism at the beginning
of the middle ages and even then never really succeeding in establishing
itself as the accepted jewish doctrine of creation 18 the historians perspective
spec tive on this issue may perhaps be seen best in a scholarly debate on this
subject between professors david winston and jonathan goldstein 19
in the past some scholars had understood passages such as wisdom of
solomon 1117 where the author speaks of gods all powerful hand which
created the world out of formless matter as having been influenced by
greek philosophy since the jews of that time were assumed to have
believed in creation from nothing 20 winston carefully reviews the evidence
and establishes that passages such as the one from wisdom of solomon
quoted above are in fact consistent with jewish thought at the time regarding primordial formless matter in fact the first explicit formulations of
nichilo do not appear until the end of the second century in the
creatic
creatio ex nihilo
he
works of the christian writers tatian and theophilus 21
in rabbinic literature what seems to be the first explicit reference to
nichilo appears in a dialogue attributed to rabban gamaliel 11
II and
creatio ex nihilo
creatic
a philosopher in the late first century after christ winston demonstrates
however that this reference is really nothing more than a rejection of the
gnostic view that insisted on multiple creative powers the argument was
not that god created the world out of nothing but that the primordial
elements such as wind water and the primeval deep were not themselves
odthe
of the
powers that assisted god in the process 22 like si miliar ideas in some ofthe
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later christian literature this position was nothing more than a response
nichilo was
creatio ex nihilo
to gnostic polemics about the creation the concept of creatic
missing not only from the hebrew bible and from jewish hellenistic literature but also from rabbinic literature where the more common view of
creatic
creation was organization out of primordial matter the doctrine of creatio
ex nichilo
nihilo eventually appeared in jewish philosophical and religious literature at a late date having been influenced by christian muslim thought 23
goldstein disagrees with winstonq
Wins tons reading of the statement by
winstons
II seeing it rather as an explicit expression of creatio
creatic ex
rabban gamaliel 11
nichilo
nihilo in goldstein
Goldsteiiss view that doctrine arose not in the context of anti
gnostic polemics but rather in the context of polemics concerning what
goldstein refers to as the extreme view of bodily resurrection meaning
that humans will be resurrected not just with a physical body but with
the same physical body they possess in this life goldstein suggests that the
nihilo was a response to what he calls the two
creatic ex nichilo
development of creatio
1124
24 elements from a deceased body could be ingested
body paradox 3124
by
another person as by being absorbed through the soil in a plant and
vaporized by fire from a martyrs
turned into food or as by matter being vaporizer
by other human bodies objections to
and then inhaled
body
the idea of extreme bodily resurrection could have been answered with the
claim that an omnipotent god could create the resurrected body ex nichilo
nihilo
if necessary just as he originally created all matter 25
winston s reply to goldstein however argues that there is no evidence
that the supposed two body paradox was known in the early centuries of
christianity or had any influence on the development of the doctrine of cre
nihilo although tatian had spoken of the body being resurrected
atio ex nichilo
from nothingness tatian meant relative nothingness not complete absence
of existence tatian had argued that just as a complete human body may
spring from but a small drop of semen so a resurrected body may come forth
from the elemental seeds ofthat
of that body buried in the earth god was seen as
nichilo creation 26
having power to resurrect the body without reference to ex nihilo
in his response goldstein recanted much of his earlier argument
acknowledging that he had misread some of the patristic and rabbinic
literature he continued however to affirm contra winston that rabban
gamaliel 11
II had indeed unambiguously expressed that the world was
21
nihilo 27
created ex nichilo
for present purposes it does not make much difference whether
nihilo at the end of
creatic ex nichilo
II expressed a view favoring creatio
rabban gamaliel 11
the first century after christ goldstein or whether the first unambiguous
jewish expressions of that doctrine date back only to the ninth and tenth
creatic ex nichilo
nihilo first arose in polemical
centuries winston or whether creatio
arguments involving the gnostic view of creation winston or the
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extreme view of bodily resurrection goldstein what is significant for
our purposes are the contours of this debate there is no serious argument
creatic ex nichilo
nihilo was a biblical doctrine in fact the more conservative
that creatio
goldstein expressly acknowledges that rather than expressing creatio
creatic ex
nichilo
exegeses and philosophers knew that the words of genesis
nihilo jewish exegetes
11 2 could as easily and even more easily be interpreted to mean that
28
god created the world from preexistent
matter28
pre existent matter
from this debate we
can see that the historical evidence strongly favors joseph smiths rejection
nihilo in his reading of genesis 11
creatio ex nichilo
of creatic
A plurality of divine beings
she
aplurality ofgods
thepower
power of refutation29
in the very beginning there is a plurality
of gods beyond the
refutation29

it can scarcely be doubted today that the earliest hebrew conception of

god was pluralistic the evidence for this position is extensive 30 and it is a
position widely 31 if not universally held by contemporary scholars this
does not mean that scholars fully understand or agree on important issues
concerning the nature of this early pluralism questions abound regarding
its meaning for the hebrews its source that is mesopotamian versus
canaanite influences and the manner in which it evolved toward
universal monotheism and the era when this monotheism superseded it
and whether it was ever fully superseded these are hot topics in the
biblical scholarship and they still await a fully convincing analysis
world of ofbiblical
and synthesis 32 nevertheless the basic concept that the ancient hebrews
of the patriarchal age believed in a plurality of gods has become an essentially accepted idea in scholarship today
the king follet discourse supports the idea of a plurality of gods As
indicated by the prophets june 161844 discourse the two principal rational
evidences from which joseph derived this view were the plural form of the
word elohim and the plural syntax of genesis 126 33 there is now scholarly
support for both positions although these positions remain controversial
linguists have been unable to agree on the origins or significance of
the plural form elohim etymologically elohim is often assumed to be a
61 as expanded by an intermediate he
plural of el
h perhaps reflecting
vbah
abah attested mainly in poetry
aramaic influence the hebrew form eloah
would then be a late singular derived backwards from the plural elohim 34
even if correct however this etymology offers little insight into how or
why the plural form came to be used with a singular meaning when referelohim
ring to the god of israel one possibility is that the singular use of
ofelohim
ofilohim
evolved as hebrew theology moved from pluralism to monotheism an
argument that is resisted by more conservative scholars 35 A close
the textual evidence suggests a somewhat more complicated
examination odthe
ofthe
of
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picture although the predominant use of elohim in the hebrew canon
today treats this word as a singular referring to the god of israel its use as
a plural referring to the gods of other nations is also widely attested
elohim as a singular referring to a foreign god has
ofelohim
intriguingly the use of
also been preserved in the hebrew bible and parallel usage involving
the akkadian word ilanu
ilana has been documented 36 it appears that from the
very beginning the word elohim had the capacity to be used as a plural or
as a singular as required by the context of the passage irrespective of the
identity of the god or gods in question once one acknowledges the exisaio
ilo
elohim
him was
tence of an ancient hebrew pantheon it becomes likely that fio
used at times in the plural to refer to the gods of that pantheon in fact in
a number of old testament passages the wordmihim
word elohim originally appears to
have had a plural force even if the tradition that preserved that plural
understood the word in a singular sense
the ambiguity inherent in the possible singular or plural uses of the
elohtm is captured by gerald cooke s use of ofparentheses
word elohim
word61ohim
parentheses in the title of
3737
1137
37
his article the sons of the gods 7337
cooke begins his study by stating
that any serious investigation of conceptions of god in the old testament
must deal with recurrent references which suggest a pluralistic conception
of deity 38 after a careful review of many such passages he asks whether
they reflect a purely literary form which was taken over by israel or
faith 39 and
whether they are an element of the living pattern of israelite faith39
concludes that the latter is the more likely alternative perhaps the most
succinct statement of the ambiguity inherent in the word elohim was
offered by the german theologian ludwig kohler who wrote that god is
called in hebrew elohim but 61ohim
elohim means not only god it means also a
40 these quotations illustrate that
god the god gods and the gods 040140
although by no means universal there is now scholarly support for relating
the plural form elohim to ancient hebrew pluralism just as joseph smith did
As for the plural syntax of genesis 126 the possible explanations may
be grouped into five categories only two of which are taken seriously by
most scholars today 411I the first of these two theories and the one for
which joseph argued is that a literal plural is involved
it is natural to suspect as some have that the plural form in which god
speaks is due to a reminiscence of an originally polytheistic source which the
priestly author referred to by text critics as P used or at least on which he
modeled his story in the creation myths with which both P and his readers
were undoubtedly familiar counsel among the gods before their important
undertakings was a fairly routine procedure 42

ofp
ofaP was
the perceived problem with this approach is that the perspective of
profoundly monotheistic and he would scarcely have allowed a literal
plural to slip through his editing and become embedded in his text the
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of delibprincipal alternative theory therefore is that the plural is a pluralof
plural
pluralof
eration
of an indieration used rhetorically such as the modern english examples ofan
afan
vidual deliberating with himself as in let s do it or what shall we do
arguments from an editorial perspective are always rather slippery
they assume that we fully understand the editorial stance of a redactor and
that the redactor made no editorial mistakes a proposition for which there
are numerous counterexamples in the old testament text nevertheless
1I am willing to assume for present purposes that P who is presumed to
have lived and worked around the time of the exile would have understood this verse in monotheistic terms the commentators are concerned
with what this verse meant to P in contrast josephs treatment is concerned with what this verse meant originally that is in the earlier israelite
westermann
creation narrative from which P derived it Wester
marm
maim acknowledges
that although P could not have intended it so the idea of a heavenly court
1143
43
may well be in the background 3143
the parallel expression in genesis 322
suggests that in their original setting these words probably had a plural
meaning man has become like one of us kaad
ks
kaal
mtmmennefl in this
dad mtmmennu
ksdad
kaaw
passage the use of the word one is inconsistent with a merely rhetorical
14 therefore joseph s
plural 44
interpretation matches one of the two
principal explanations of the plural forms in genesis 126 further going
behind P to the earlier sources most scholars would agree that the plural is
to be taken literally
A supreme

god at the head

one heads orthe
porth
broughtforth
the head oneheads
of the gods brought
forth the gods 45

one can argue that the existence of a pantheon implies the presence of
a supreme god who rules the pantheon joseph described this deity as the
head one rj
ros of the gods in the case of the early hebrew pantheon
that god was referred to variously as el elohim or el elyon or el combined with other epithets 46 el elyon was the name of the god worshiped
by melchizedek in genesis 1418 20 this name can be interpreted in
various ways god most high el the highest one el who is elyon or
ic
Ugaritic parallels suggest that the most likely interpretathe god elyon ugaritic
tion is the second one that of a proper name followed by a description the
association of the epithet elyon with el the father of the gods is
intriguing because the basic meaning of elyon is most high or highest
greek hyp
sistos which is also a meaning of the word ru
hypsistos
ros derived symbolically
boli cally from the head being the highest part of the body the hebrew
haelohim could be rendered the head one of the gods
haelohtm
expression ro
ros hwlohim
but it could just as easily be translated the highest one of the gods or
god most high thus not only did the hebrew pantheon have a head
c
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or supreme god but one of his principal epithets is essentially a synonym
of the word joseph chose to represent that god
joseph s discourses are somewhat ambiguous as to whether there was
one head god or multiple heads of the gods theologically joseph seems
to have preferred the idea of a single head god this being the idea he
expressed in the king follett discourse but his reading of the hebrew
may have raised the possibility of multiple heads of the gods which he
expressed almost as an aside in his june 16 1844 discourse the idea of
multiple heads of the gods does have a parallel with scholarly reconstruction of the ancient hebrew pantheon that pantheon appears to have consisted ofan
of an extensive body of ofunnamed
unnamed generic gods and a small number
afan
of named major gods including el and yahweh thus reference to the
heads of the gods could be understood as referring in a si miliar sense to
the major gods of the pantheon 47

the premortal council in heaven
41
broughtforth
thus the head god brought
forth the gods in the grand council 48

described the gods as meeting in a grand
odthe
of the divine council or councouncil seems unusually prescient the idea ofthe
cil of the gods is widely acknowledged by scholars today but the seminal
study of this concept did not appear until one hundred years after the king

that joseph should have

follett discourse 49
the character of the divine council as it was understood among the
israelites evolved over the course of time in two important respects first
with the ascendancy of yahwism the nature of the council moved from
being a council of the gods to being merely an assembly of yahweh surrounded by his attendant angels these angels became increasingly generic
one time function of counseling god servuntil they eventually lost their onetime
worshiping yahweh
ing only the ornamental function of ofworshiping
second was the unique role the council would come to play in the
ministry of the prophets of israel the prophets would be brought by
vision into the presence of the divine council where they would see the
lord seated upon his throne in the heavenly temple surrounded by his
divine counselors the prophets would be allowed to witness and particiof the council when a decision had been reached
pate in the deliberations odthe
ofthe
the prophets would return from this vision and report the decree of the
council to the people usually in the very words they had heard in vision
this pattern is particularly evident when a prophet received his prophetic
calling and LDS scholars have identified a similar pattern in the pro50 and enoch in
mormondo
mormon50
the
phetic commissions of lehi in the book of mormon5o
Mormon
book of moses 51
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older hebrew literature however retains the original conception of a
council of the gods this can best be illustrated by certain passages from
the psalms pertinent references to the council and its members are identified in hebrew
b 6 elim
ehm lit
bsne
ascribe to the LORD YHWHI
YHWH 0 heavenly beings asne
bane
gods ascribe to the LORD glory and strength RSV psalm 291

sons of

god Ho
afo in the
elohim
him has taken his place in the divine council baradat
baadat ejeol
baddat
you are gods el
1I say
elohtm he holds judgment
elohtm
midst of the gods chim
&him
il
ohirn
ohim sons odthe
bhim
of
of you RSV psalm 821
the most high bs nelyon all ofyou
ofthe
82166

let the heavens praise thy wonders 0 LORD YHWH thy faithfulness
qodogim for who in the skies
in the assembly of the holy ones biqhal
biqal qsdosim
bithal
can be compared to the LORD YHWH who among the heavenly
6 elim
b
lehm is like the LORD YHWH a god elI feared in the
beings bane
odthe
of the holy ones sof
and terrible above all that are
sod qsdosim
council ofthe
qadjfiml great andterrible
sod
clohe
elohe ssba6t
round about him 0 LORD god of hosts YHWH
yhwh&w
sbdot who is
sadot
mighty as thou art 0 LORD YHWH with thy faithfulness round about
thee RSV psalm 895 8
1

the concept of the divine council is

certainly present in the KJV old
testament but since the king james
fames translators did not know of the concept their translation largely obscures it compare for instance the clear
ada tteiel in psalm 821 in the divine council with the
RSV rendering of ba
badat
obscure translation ofthe
odthe
odthe
of the KJV in the congregation ofthe
of the mighty in fact
the word council makes only one appearance in the KJV old testament
in psalm 6827 and in that verse the word quite clearly does not refer to the
divine council that joseph should have seen a century before scholarly
discussion began on the subject that the gods met in a grand council
demonstrates at the very least an unusual perceptiveness

tel

A god appointed over this world
god for us 52
godfor
the heads orthe
of the gods appointed one godfoy

odthe
josephs notion ofthe
of the gods appointing one god over us appears to be
supported by an archaic fossilized bit of scripture that has been preserved
in deuteronomy 328 9 the following translation is from the revised
standard version
when the most high elyon gave to the nations their inheritance when he
separated the sons of men he fixed the bounds of the peoples according to
b
him for the LORDS YHWH
the number odthe
00 hom
00him
of the sons of god bsneelohim
ofthe
YHVM portion is his people jacob his allotted heritage

of verse 8 reads
ofverse
the KJV at the end obverse

of israel following the masoretic
sons ofisrael
text but current scholars uniformly accept the reading reflected in the
RSV sons of god which is supported both by the septuagint and by
the dead sea scrolls 53
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scholars are divided into two camps concerning the interpretation of
these verses one position interprets this passage as predating the conflation
or attempted conflation of el and yahweh into a single deity in this view
el assigns one of his sons to each of the nations assigning his son yahweh to
14
israel 54
the other position interprets this passage as it would have been
understood following the convergence with yahweh elyon assigning
other gods to other nations but retaining israel for himself 55 this second
position is once again essentially an argument from editorial perspective
although the deuteronomist may have understood and preserved the passage in the latter sense in its earlier setting it seems more likely to have been
understood in the pre convergence sense although the former interpretation more closely parallels josephs view both interpretations involve the
divine council assigning individual gods to different peoples
A continuous conception of god
Eloiheam ought to be in the
it is a great subject 1I am dwelling on the word eloiheam
16
plural all the way thro 56

contemporary scholars acknowledge that the earliest
hebrew conception of god was pluralistic the scholarly orthodoxy
however has been that at some point in time scholars differ concerning
when el and yahweh were merged into a single god often referred to as
yahweh elohim the LORD god and that this merger was profoundly
and completely effected josephs assertion that early hebrew pluralism
had a continuity throughout the bible is inconsistent with this view
over the past twenty years however a different scholarly perspective
has begun to emerge culminating in the publication of an important study
by margaret barker entitled the great angel A study of israels second
17
god 57
this perspective has been heavily influenced by several book length
studies preceding barkers such as alan E legals
segals two powers in heaven
jarl possum
fossum s the name of god and the angel of the lord and larry W
Hurt ados one god one lord early christian devotion and ancient jewish
hurtados
monotheism 56 and numerous articles including peter hayman s
3059
1159
3359
59
monotheism a misused word in jewish studies
studies59
in fact this new
approach has garnered sufficient adherents to have been given a name the
1160
60
new religionsgeschichtliche schule 3360
the basic idea behind this new approach is that the attempted fusion
of el and yahweh was undertaken by a small coterie of priests and scribes
representing a minority viewpoint a group that has been called the
yahweh alone party 61 much of today s old testament either assumes this
identification as accomplished fact or is consciously devoted to the effort to
hal elohim
ha hao
haelohim
sustain this identification as in the formula YHWH hu
As we have seen
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yahweh he is god or more pointedly yahweh he is elohim which
appears several times in the old testament the new approach however
argues that the effort to equate el and yahweh did not fully take that in
much of popular religion these two gods or other divine entities derived
from their memory retained their separate identities this view draws
considerable support from the longstanding hebrew notion of god in concert with an extensive underlying pluralism as reflected for instance in
the hosts of heaven the holy ones the angels or the watchers combined with a persistent overarching dualism in which two divine entities
are presupposed one the supreme creator god the other his vizier or
prime minister or some other spiritual agency who really runs the show
62
or at least provides the point of contact between god and humanity 1162
the evidence supporting this newly emerging picture of the nature of
god derives from many different sources that span the centuries in fact
one of the reasons that this picture of early israelite theology is only now
emerging is that the evidence comes from so many disparate sources with
which no one scholar is completely conversant for instance barker begins
her study by going back to the beginning and working forward in time
through the sources 63 while hayman reaches remarkably similar concluyesira 64 which dates
sions based in the first instance on his study of sefer cesira
between AD 200 and 800 most interestingly this scholarship appears to
have answered a longstanding problem of new testament studies how
was it possible that the jewish christians in the early church were able to
acknowledge jesus as divine if as many believe the jews of that era held
iron clad monotheism such a result would have been very problematic
to an ironclad
pluralistic dualistic elements of historic hebrew theology
if however the pluralisticdualistic
had a continued vitality until and beyond the christian era then it
becomes more understandable how the earliest jewish christians were
able to worship both the father and the son as readily as they did
it is one thing for scholars today to identify the persistence of ancient
hebrew pluralism and to write papers and books on the subject each
building on the work of earlier scholars it is quite another thing for
joseph smith to have made these claims against his own earlier pietistic
preconceptions of monotheism and without any discernible support from
the learned of the day and to have committed the church to this position
as a principle of doctrine that no scholar ever did it was a course
be speaking a profound serene authoritative confidence that the position
he outlined in the king follett discourse was true although he had
discerned certain rational indications in the KJV text supporting this
position his confidence in that position could have derived only from his
sense that it had been revealed to him spiritually
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in conclusion we have seen that there is now scholarly support for the
concepts joseph derived from his reconstruction of hebrew genesis 11
nichilo the ancient conception of a
creatic ex nihilo
namely his rejection of creatio
plurality of gods the idea of a head god among that plurality the council
of the gods the appointment by the gods of a single god over us and the
continuity of ancient hebrew pluralism across biblical eras that joseph
should have articulated these ideas so well and so forcefully in the middle
of the nineteenth century is in my view nothing short of remarkable

kevin L barney klbarney0yahoocom
klbarneyyahoocom is a partner in the chicago office of kutak
rock LLP he received a BA in latin from brigham young university in 1982
982 a JD
from the university of illinois in 1985 and an LLM from depaul university in 1990
he is the author of joseph smith s emendation of hebrew genesis 11 published in
mormon thought 30 winter 1997 103 35
dialogue A journal of
ofmormon
1 for the sermons historical background see donald Q cannon
the king
follett discourse joseph smith s greatest sermon in historical perspective BYU
studies 18 no 2 1978 179 92
2 see the assessments cited in cannon
historical perspective 179 n 1i more
recently harold bloom has called the discourse one of the truly remarkable sermons
ever preached in america and the furthest frontier of smiths prophecy before his
martyrdom harold bloom the american religion the emergence orthe
of the post christian
nation new york simon and schuster 1992 95124 see also the respectful contemodthe
of the sermon in jacob neusner conversation in nauvoo about the corporeplation ofthe
ality of god BYU studies 36 no 1i 1996 97 7 30
3 my emphasis in this article is on certain concepts the prophet joseph smith
derived from his interpretation of the hebrew text of genesis 11 for a fuller consideraodthe
of the sermon see van hale the doctrinal impact of the
tion of the doctrinal content ofthe
king follett discourse BYU studies 18 no 2 1978 209 25
4 kevin L barney joseph smiths emendation of hebrew genesis 11 dialogue
A journal ofmormon
of mormon thought 30 winter 1997 103 35
5 for the original manuscript reports of these discourses see andrew F ehat and
lyndon W cook the words ofloseph
of joseph smith salt lake city BYU religious studies
center and bookcraft 1980 340 62 and 378 83 see also donald Q cannon and larry E
dahl the prophet joseph smiths king follett discourse A six column comparison of
original notes and amalgamations apnp 1983
6 the second of
these concepts contributed to the circumstances leading up to the
ofthese
prophets martyrdom see preamble nauvoo expositor 1i june 771844
1844 2 column 2
7 stan larson the king follett discourse A newly amalgamated text BYU
studies 18 no 2 1978 203
8 francis brown S R driver and charles A briggs hebrew and english lexicon
oxford clarendon 1906 reprint boston mass hendrickson 1979135
1979 135
Ringgren theological
9 for citations see johannes botterweck and helmer ringgren
the old testament 10
vois grand rapids mich eerdmans 1974 98 2246
vols
lovols
dictionary of
livols
orthe
lo
10
ringgren theological dictionary 2245
io botterweck and Ringgren
ii As quoted in harry M orlinsky the plain meaning of genesis 11 3 biblical
archaeologist 46 december 1983 208 brackets in original
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gary anderson the interpretation of genesis 11
Tar gums catholic
ia in the targums

21
biblical quarterly 52 january 1990 2i
ai
13 see brown driver and briggs hebrew and english lexicon 912
14 this translation generally follows E A speiser the anchor bible genesis vol 1i
garden city NY
N Y doubleday 1964 3 except that in verse 11 have replaced when
god set about with the more literal rendering byway
by way of beginning as is suggested
by roland kenneth harrlson
Har nson introduction to the old testament london tyndale
harrison
1970
542 n 3
i97o542n
ex nichilo
nihilo the development
15 this view is briefly explained in keith norman
of the doctrines of god and creation in early christianity BYU studies 17 no 3
1977
1977 295 96 which is primarily concerned with relating the emerging doctrine of ex
nichilo
nihilo creation with the development of the understanding of god in
m philosophy in
addition to the works and translations cited by norman supporters of this approach
include H ewald E schrader K budde J M P smith W F albright 0 eissfeldt
Dus saud P humbert S herrmann H M orlinsky C A simpson E A speiser
R dussaud
tussaud
N A sarna W R lane and J B bauer for citations see gerhard F hasel recent
oogenesis
translations ofgenesis
of genesis 11
22 october 1971157
translators
1971 157 n 16
ia a critical look bible translator
despite these writings a vocal minority including hasel G von rad U cassuto
C westermann D kidner E maly G henton davies and edward J young continues
maln clause for the argument see hasel
to argue that genesis 11
in should be taken as a main
recent translations 154 67 edward J young the relation of the first verse of
genesis one to verses two and three westminster theological journal 211 may 1959
133 46 and claus westermann genesis 1 11 A commentary trans john J scullion
minneapolis augsburg 1984
984 93 98 although these arguments are made on rational
grounds a strong theological motivation protection of the notion of absolute
creation underlies most of them as expressed by von rad we do not follow the old
v i is not to be understood as an independent sentence but as the introconjecture that va
v1
va
va
v 3 syntactically perhaps both translations are possible
v 2 or even to v3
ductory clause to v2
not theologically quoted in westermann genesis 1 11 96
even if the minority position were correct however it would not necessarily follow that genesis 11 describes a creation from nothing in fact westermann argues that
bana
genesis 11 should be taken as a main
has reference
bara
maln clause but he then denies that ba
nahas
rahas
to creation from nothing on lexical grounds just as joseph did in 1844 further even
maln clause but
if it could successfully be demonstrated that genesis 11
ia were not only a main
also a description of creatio
nihilo most scholars would have to acknowledge that
creatic ex nichilo
this very probably would have been a theological innovation of P the putative author
of genesis E11 2 aa
4a under the graf wellhausen hypothesis assuming for the sake of
argument that hypothesis to have a basis in reality joseph smith cares nothing for Ps
meaning his intention is rather to go back to the beginning it is widely believed that the
parallel account of J beginning in genesis 24b
creatic ex
2 ab
4b which contains no hint of creatio
nichilo
nihilo was written several centuries earlier than the relatively late P account therefore
josephs position on this issue is sustained in either event
16 J R dummelow
durnmelow
Durn melow ed A commentary on the holy bible 1909
Dum
1909 reprint new
york macmillan 1933
93333
17 speiser genesis 12
18 for instance see anderson
interpretation of genesis 111 22 and peter
lewish studies
hayman monotheism a misused word in jewish studies 7 journal oflewish
of jewish
42 no 1i 1991
199111 15
19 at the time of publication of these articles david winston was a professor
of history at the university of iowa and jonathan A goldstein was a professor of
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hellenistic and judaic studies at the graduate theological union see david winston
ofreligions 11 no 2 1971
the book of wisdom s theory of cosmogony history of religions
197
185 202 jonathan A goldstein
the origins of the doctrine of creation ex
jewish studies 35 no 2 1984 127 35 david winston creation
nichilo journal of
nihilo
hewish
dewish
lewish
ex nichilo
nihilo revisited A reply to J goldstein journal of jewish studies 37 no 1i
88 91 and jonathan goldstein
nichilo recantations and
creation ex nihilo
1986
jewish
wish studies 38 no 2 1987 187 94
Re statements journal orfe
restatements
of lewish
offewish
offe
20 winston theory of cosmogony 185
21 winston theory of cosmogony 191 92 n 21
dabbah 19
22 winston theory of cosmogony 187 89 discussing genesis rabbah
23 winston theory of cosmogony 199
Re statements igo
190
24 goldstein recantations and restatements
nihilo 129
25 goldstein origin of the doctrine of creation ex nichilo
26 winston reply to J goldstein 89
restatements
lations and Re
tations
recantations
statements 188
27 goldstein rec
28 goldstein recantations and Re
restatements
statements 187
josephs june 161844 discourse
29 from thomas bullocks manuscript report of ofjosephs
ofloseph smith 379
in ehat and cook words of joseph
god yahweh and the other
30 see in general mark S smith the early history ofgod
of gof
deities in ancient israel san francisco harper and row 1990
31 many scholars see an early pluralism evolving over time by the convergence of
some gods and the differentiation of others into monalotry with monotheism itself
arising only during the exile baruch halpern
brisker pipes than poetry the
development of israelite monotheism in judaic perspectives on ancient israel ed
jacob neusner baruch A levine and ernest S frerichs philadelphia fortress 1987
77 115 lowell K handy the appearance of pantheon in judah in the triumph of
elohim from yahwisms to judaisms ed diana V edelman grand rapids eerdmans
1995 40 and for additional citations see smith early history of god 159 60 nn 35
and 37 the more conservative approach sees monotheism as being established much
earlier in the mosaic age yet even this approach assumes a prior pluralism for
instance william foxwell albright yahweh and the gods of canaan A historical
analysis of two contrasting faiths london athlone 1968 albright was an influential
supporter of the conservative view and on page 134 casually refers to the old hebrew
gods even the religiously conservative roland kenneth harrison in his introduction to
the old testament 396 acknowledges that patriarchal theology was pluralistic
of god in the journal of
32 see david noel freedman s review of the early history ofgod
biblical literature no no 4 1991
iggi 693 98
33 in that discourse joseph is recorded as having said

of

if we pursue the heb further it reads the head one of gods said let us
make man in our image I1 once asked a learned jew on
once if the heb lanheam in the plural why not
guage compels us to render all words ending in hearn
render the first plural he replied it would ruin the bible he acknowledged
1I was right
ofjoseph smith 379
joseph
ehat and cook words of hoseph

ringgren
gren theological dictionary 1273
34 botterweck and Ring
35 so argues harrison in introduction to the old testament 398

insofar as plural
forms occurred in hebrew names for god or in titles relating to the godhead they were
not so much vestigial remains of an earlier stage of polytheism as grammatical struc
tures designed to emphasize the majesty of the god who was being described
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36 see
1962

2413

the interpreter s dictionary of the bible 4 vols new york abingdon
ekhim
ibhim as a singular reference to a foreign god see judges 1124
for akhim

Chemosh
ofekron
ekron
chemosh
chomosh 1i kings 11
i 2 baal zebub of
1155 ashtoreth and 2 kings 12
alttestamenthche
zeitschriftfiir
zeitschnft gur
fur die alttestamentliche
37 gerald cooke the sons of the gods
wissenschaft76 1964 2 2 47
22
38 cooke sons of the gods
45
39 cooke sons of the gods
40 ludwig kohler old testament theology trans A S todd philadelphia

westminster

1957

36

1 144 45
for general overviews of the explanations see westermann genesis 1 11144
N Y doubleday 1977
and bruce vawter on genesis A new reading garden city NY
53 54 the three widely discounted theories are 1i the dogmatic assertion that the plural
is an expression of the trinity 2 the notion that the plural was used to avoid the idea of
humans to god labelled by westermann as highly quesany immediate resemblance of ofhumans
serss argument that the plural forms are simply used
tionable
Spei
spel
speijers
speiser
tio nable theologically and 3 speisers
ilke
elohim be given a sin
ehhim and should like
plural chhim
in grammatical agreement with the pluralilohim
likeoohitn
singular meaning an idea which ignores actual hebrew usage elsewhere in the old

41

testament and which Spei
sers fellow catholic vawter rejects out of hand
speisers
speijers
42 vawter on genesis 53 54
145
43 westermann genesis 1 11
11145
23
44 cooke sons of the gods
45 the singular is attested in each of the four manuscript reports willard
richards wilford woodruff thomas bullock and william clayton of the king
of joseph smith 341 345
follett discourse see ehat and cook words ofloseph
351 and 358 for
345351
Vs report of the prophets june 16 1844 discourse in
the plural see thomas Bulloc
bullocks
ofloseph smith 379
ehat and cook words of joseph
rmggren
gren theological dictionary 1242
ringgren
i 242 61
46 see in general botterweck and Ring
shaddai god almighty
other el epithets include el olam everlasting god and el shaddak
eluti
eliti the highest gods as described
ilani eligi
47 compare the akkadian expression alani
in relation to the epithet elyon in john van seters the religion of the patriarchs in
genesis biblica
biblical 61 april 1980 228
day saints ed
iatter
latter say
of jesus christ of
48 joseph smith jr history of the church oflesus
oflatter
B H roberts 2d
6 307 8
ad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 6307
49 H wheeler robinson the council of Yahweh journal of theological studies
the council of
45 april 1944 151 57 further studies include frank moore cross
yahweh in second isaiah journal olnear
of near eastern studies 12 no 1i 1953 274 77 edwin C
ofnear
kingsbury the prophets and the council of yahweh journal ofbiblical
of biblical literature 83
no 2 1964 279 86 patrick D miller jr the divine council and the prophetic call to
war vetus testamentum 18 january 1968100
vvfl5omflrzech
Tl dwell w415mar
zech
1968 100
loo 107 N L A tidwell
Zecha
zechariahs
zechanahs
of biblical literature 94 sepnahs
hs fourth vision journal ofbiblical
3 5 and the genre of Zecharia
35
tember 1975 343 55 E theodore mullen the assembly of the gods the divine council
hebrew
in canaanite and early hebre
cebre literature chico calif scholars press 1980
50 see blake thomas ostler the throne theophany and prophetic commission
in i nephi A form critical analysis BYU studies 26 no 3 1986 67 95 and john W
welch the calling of a prophet in
m the book ofmormon
of mormon first nephi the doctrinal
foundation ed monte S nyman and charles D tate jr provo utah BYU religious
studies center 1988 35 54
5 1 stephen D ricks the narrative call pattern in the prophetic commission of
enoch moses 6 BYU studies 26 fall 1986 97 105 on the relevance of the divine
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council to the premortal existence see joseph F mcconkie premortal existence
foreordinations
foreordmations
Fore
ordinations and heavenly councils in C wilfred griggs ed apocryphal
day saints provo utah BYU religious studies center
writings and the latter
iatter fay
1986
173 98
198613
52 ehat and

joseph smith 379
cook words of ofloseph
quaran 4qdeut
4qdeuo
of god is attested in two fragments from qumran
53 the reading sons ofgod
and 4qdeutq see patrick W skehan A fragment of the song of moses beut
deut 32
qumran bulletin of the american schools of oriental research 136 december
from quaran
quaran and the present state of old testament text
1954 12 15 patrick W skehan qumran
studies the masoretic text journal of biblical literature 78 1959 21 and julie
qumran cave 4 IX deuteronomy joshua judges kings
m quaran
duncan s definitive edition in
discoveries in the judean desert 14 ed eugene ulrich oxford clarendon 1995 90
although many septuagint manuscripts read angels of god which represents an
alternate attempt to soften the original reading the oldest greek witness to
deuteronomy P fuad 266 rahlfs 848 reads sons rather than angels john W
wevers the editor for the deuteronomy volume of the gottmgen
gbttingen edition of the
septuagint regards the reading sons of god as assured see john W wevers notes on
evl
the greek text
T t of ofdeuteronomy
deuteronomy atlanta scholars press 1995 513 for additional evi
evi-

tt

dence supporting this reading see paul sanders the provenance of deutoronomy
deuteronomy 32
leiden brill 1996157
1996 157
semitic studies i
54 see for example otto eissfeldt el and yahweh journal of
ofsemitic
no 1i 1956 25 37 note that in the ras shamra tablets el is said to have seventy sons
and in hebrew tradition there were seventy nations see gen 10
io this explains the late
scribal attempt to replace sons of god with sons of israel because in hebrew
tradition the sons of israel also numbered seventy see exod
ehod 15
i5
55 this is the position of the albright school see mullen divine council 204 As
mullen explains albright had argued that elyon should be read as equivalent to
yahweh here on grounds of distant parallelism for citations regarding the concept of
distant parallelism see kevin L barney poetic diction and parallel word pairs in the
book ofmormon
book of mormon journal of
of mormon studies 4 fall 1995 32
ofbook
offoseph
joseph smith 379
of oseph
56 ehat and cook words off
of israels second god louisville
57 margaret barker the great angel A study of1sraels
westminsterjohn
Westminster John knox 1992 awareness by LDS scholars of the significance of
books on the
barker s study is reflected for instance in daniel C peterson in review of
ofbooks
mormon 7 no 2 1995 101
book of
of books on the book of
ofmormon
iol martin S tanner in review ofbooks
lol
loi
mormon 7 no 2 1995 34 36 and bryan J thomas in FARMS review ofbooks
of books 8 no i
1996

39

earlyy rabbinic reports about christianity
eari
alan F segal two powers in heaven earl
and gnosticism leiden brill 1978 jarl E possum
fossum the name of god and the angel of
the lord samaritan and jewish concepts ofintermediation
of intermediation and the origin of gnosticism
tiibingen mohr 1985 larry W hurtado one god one lord early christian
tubmgen
Tii
bingen
til
ttl
58

devotion and ancient jewish monotheism philadelphia fortress 1988
59 this was haymans presidential address to the british association for jewish
studies given at edinburgh on august 21 1990 and provides an excellent concise
overview of this new approach
60 or the new history of religions school the name was coined by martin
hengel see jarl possum
fossum review of great angel by margaret barker journal of
theological studies 45 april 1994 187
61 morton smith palestinian parties and politics that shaped the old testament
new york columbia university press 1971 23
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hayman monotheism 2
tlle great angel is essentially a sequel to barker s prior book the older
63 the
testament the survival of
theancientroyal
cult in sectarian judaism and
aultin
themes trom
ancient royal cultin
from the
ofthemesfrom
early christianity london SPCK 1987 which first led her to the ideas articulated in
the great angel in the king follett discourse joseph smith explained that his procedure was similarly to go back to the beginning and then work his way forward
62

in the first place 1I wish to go back to the beginning of creation there is the
starting point in order to know and be fully acquainted with the mind purposes decrees and ordinations of the great elohim that sits in the heavens
por
ror
necessar
necessaryor
yor
for us to take up beginning at the creation it is necessary
for us to understand
necessaryfor
something of god himself in the beginning if we start right it is very easy
for us to go right all the time but if we start wrong we may go wrong and it
is a hard matter to get right larson newly amalgamated text 199
99
64

hayman monotheism
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